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Introduction
This handbook gives parents an inkoduction to California's Common Core Standards and a
summary ofwhat students are expected to learn as they advance from kindergarten through
grade 8. The standards are designed to reflect the knowledge and skills that our young people
need for success in college and careerc. A common set of learning goals helps teachers and
parents ensure students are challenged and making appropriate progress.

Why Common Core Standards?
California educators havejoined a national movement to adopt common standads and
assessments for English language arts and mathematics. Currently, standards for what
students should know and be able to do vary among states, as does the difficulty ofthe
assessments used to determine whether students are meeting lhose standards. Common
standards allow for collaboration among states on best practices and professional development.
Common learning goals provide a clear v sion ofwhat educators and parents in all states should
aim for. These learning goals help ensure that students meet college and work expectations,
are prepared to succeed in a global economy and society, and are provided with rigorous
content and application of higher knowledge thinking. Eenchmarked against intematlonal
standards, the Common Core Standards assist students in their preparation to complete the
requircments for enrollment at a California OUblic universitv.

Califomia's Adoption of Common Core Standards
Adopted in California in August 2010, the K-'12 Common Core State Standards were developed
through a state-led effort to establish consistent and clear education standards for English
language ads and malhematics. The initialive was launched by and supported by the Councll of
Chief State School Offlcers and the National Governors Association. In the Common Core
Standard adoption process, California added supporting standards to comptete the unique
picture necessary for California students.
The Common Core also added strength to the existing California standards by including
additional standards for vocabulary and new standards for collaborative discussions. Literacy
slandards that focus on reading and writing instruction during history/social studies, science,
and technology also were included. In mathematics, slandards were added to demonstrate a
stronger emphasis on number sense and algebraic thinking. lmplementation ofthe Common
Core in California's schools will occur in slages over the next few years.

Common Core Standards Parenl Handbook-@2Ot1 Ca omia Counry Supenntend€nls Ed!€tionats€Mes Aseoamn

Organization ot Standards
This handbook organizes information about the standards for English language arts and
math€malics for each grade level or subject course from kindergarton through 8th grade. Each
grade level provides a content overview and a summary of skills developed at that level.
Additional information about grades 9-12 will be provided at a later date.
In English language arts, California Common Core Standards are organized into the following
four groups: (1) reading, (2) wriling, (3) speaking and listening, and (4) language.

Besides outlining mathemalics contenl standards by grade level or course, this handbook also
includes a set of behavaors and practices every student should develop whjch is called The
Standards for l\4athematical Praclice. These practices deepen understanding of mathematics
and enhance students' problem solving abilities. Information about these practices is found on
the nerit page.

Common Core Standatds Parenl Handbook
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Mathematics I Standards for Mathematical Practice
The Standards for Mathematical Practice describe behaviors that all sludents will develop in the
Common Core Standards. These practices rest on important "processes and proficiencies"
including problem solving, reasoning and proof, communication, representation, and making
conneclions. These practices will allow students to undersland and apply mathematics with
confidence.

'

Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.

o
o
o
o
'

Ask themselves the question: "Does this make sense?"

Make sense ofquantities and their relationships

an

problems

Create coherent representations of problems

Understand and use information to construct arguments
Make and explore the truth of conjectures
Justify conclusions and respond lo argumenls of olhers

Modelwithmathematics.

o
o
o
'

Verify answers

Conskucl viable arguments and critique the reasoning ofothers.

o
o
o
'

Analyze, predict and plan solution pathways

Reason abskactly and quantitatively.

o
o
'

Find meaning in problems

Apply mathematics to problems in everyday life
ldentify quantities in a praclical silualion
Interpret results in the conlext ofthe siluation and reflect on whether the results
make sense

Use appropriate tools strategically.

o

Consider lhe available tools when solving probtems

Common Co.s SLndads Paront Handbook
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o

'

Be precise.

o
o
o
'

Cornmunicate precisely to others
Use clear definitions, state the meaning of symbols and are careful aboul
specifying units of measure and labeling axes

Calculate accurately and efficiently

Look for and make use of structure.

o
o
o
'

Are familiar with tools appropriate for their grade or course ( pencil and paper,
concrete models, ruler, protractor, calculalor, spreadsheel, computer programs,
digital content located on a website, and other technological tools)

Disceh patterns and structures
Can step back for an overview and shift perspective

See complicated things as single objects or as being composed of several objects

Look for and identify ways to create shortcuts when doing problems.

o
o

When calculations are repeated, look for general methods. patterns and shortcuts
Be able to evaluate whether an answer makes sense

Common Corc Standads Parent Hand book
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Grade K Overview I Mathematics
Kindergarten students learn lo count to 100 and write numbers to 20. Attention is given to
numbers 1 1-20 where emphasjs is placed on tens and ones building a foundation for place
value understanding. Beginning addition and subtraction starts in kindergarten. Students sort
and classify groups of objects and identit basic shapes.

'
'
'
'
'

Know number names and be able to count to 100
Write numbers 0

-

20

Learn about numbers 11-20, with tens and ones

Count objects to tell the number of things in a group up to 20
Compare numbers and groups

9r4 9rg
I rril rf4

'i'ff,ft

Wltich gr(xtp has m(re?Which group has lessl
Are tl1ese qr.n]ps equall

'
'
'
'
'
'

Understand that addiiion is putting together groups and adding to groups
Understand that subtraction is taking apart groups and laking from groups
Fluently add and subtracl within 5
Understand concepts of time (morning, afternoon, evening, etc.)
Know aboul the tools that measure time (clock, calendar, etc.)
Sort objects into groups

i.folo-

a
oo
o

,

\ nnn
o
'-?
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'

ldentjfy and describe shapes

How many sides and torners'do the5e shapes have?
Which sl]ape ha5

si(Jes

of.\lual length?
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Grade 1 Overview I Mathematics
First grade students extend their understanding ofaddition and subtraction by leaming to use
adding and subtracting to solve word problems within 20. They understand the meaning of the
equal sign and are expected to count to 120. Place value knowledge is deepened and students
use this knowledge to compare two-digit numbers within 100. Studenls practice their
measurement skills with linear measurement and begin to organize data from surveys.
Students also tell and write time in hours and half-hours using analog and digital clocks.

'
'
'

Solve addition and subtractaon word problems within 20
Understand the relationship between addition and subtraction
Apply the properties of operaiions

o

Commutative property of addition:
lf you know

o

I

+ 3 = 11, then you know 3 +

I

= 11.

Associative property of addition:
To add 2 + 6 + 4, the second two numbers can be
added to make a ten, so 2 + 6 + 4 = 2 + 10 = 12

'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'

Add and subtract within 20
Count to 120, starting at any number
Understand the meaning of the equal sign
Understand place valuet ones, lens
Use place value to add and subtract within 100
Measure lengths and tell lhe measurement in units
Tell and write time
Relate time to events (before/after, shorter/longer, etc.)

Common Corc Standards Parent Handbook
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'

Build and talk about a graph
What color isyour umbrella?

?
?
?
?

?
?
Red
What

'
'
'

is

the most

popLr lar

?

Orange

Green

color of u mbrel a ? What

ls

the least popu

lar colo r

of u mbrella?

Build, describe, extend, and explain a simple pattern.
Compare shapes by talking about sides, vertices, etc.
Compare two-dimensional shapes to three-damensional shapes

Common Corc Slandads Parenl Handbook
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Grade 2 Overview I Mathematics
Sec.nd grade students uss addition and subtraction within 100 to solve word problems and ar€
expecied to know from m€mory all sums ot two one-dqit numbers by the end of second grade.
Plac€ value understanding is oxtended to 1000 and studenls compare three digit numbers
based on their knowledge of hundreds, tens and ones. Second grade studenls compute with
money and learn lo estimate and comp6re lengths using appropriatg m€asuremonl lools
Second graders refine their understanding of geometry by drawing shapes based on the
numb€r of faces and anglgs

'
'
'
'

Solve addition and subtraction word p.oblems withrn 100

'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'

Work with equalgroups and r€p€ated subtraclion to undeFtand division

Fluently add and subtract within 20
Know all sums of two on€-digit numbers
Work with equal groups and repeated addrt|on lo understand multrplication

Unde6tand place valuet ones, tens, and hundrgds
Use plac€ value lo add and subtract within 1000
Make reasonable estimates using place value knowl€dge
Measure, €slimate, and clmpare lengths in standard unils
Represenl whole number lenglhs on a nunber line
Work with time and money
Know relatrcnships of time (minutes in an hour, days in a month, etc.)
Solve word problems using combinations ofdollar bills and coins

Common Corc Slandards Parsnt Handbook
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'

Collect data, build a graph, and answer questions about the data presented
How old are you?
6
7

8

What

is

the most common age in our classl

What

is

the least common age in our class?

Recognize shapes. lriangles. quadnlaterals, pentagons, hexagons, and cubes
Draw shapes by size ofthe angles or by the number of equal faces

= 6 faces

Cohmon Core Standa.ds Parenl Handbook
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Grade 3 Overview I Mathematics
Third grade students develop an understanding of multiplication and division and learn to
fluently multiply and divide within 100. Students are expected to knowfrcm memory all
products of two one-digit numbers by the end ofthird grade. Place value understanding is used
for nulti-digit computation and estimation. Fractions are introduced in the third grade with an
emphasis on understanding fractions as numbers and their relative size and placement on the
number line. In third grade students understand concepts of area and perlmeter and solve
problems using liquid volume and mass.

Solve multiplication and division word problems
Understand the properlies of multiplication

o

Commutative property of multiplication:
If you knowG x 4 = 24, then you know 4 x 6 = 24

Associative property of multiplication:

3x5x2

can befound by3 x

orby5x2

o

= 10, then

3x

5=

15, then 15

x2

= 30,

10 = 30

Distributive property of multiplication:

tf8x5=40
and8x2=16,
thenSxTis:

8x(5+2)
(8x5)+(8x2)
40+i6=56.
Fluently multiply and divide within 100
Know all p.oducts of lwo one-digit numbers
Solve

wod problems with addition, subtraclion, multiplicalion, and division

Understand that multiplication and division are related
Use place value to round numbers and know the value of each digit in a four-digit
number
Use place value understanding to solve multi-digit arithmetic

Common Core Standards Parent Handbook -@2011 Cetiroma County Slpendendgnrs Edu€lio.at Seri@s
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'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'

Estjmate reasonable answers using place value knowledge
Understand fractions as numbers
Recognize simple equivalent fractions
Compare two fractions with the same numerator or lhe same denominator
Know that 25 cents is % of a dollar, 50 cents is % of a dollar and 75 cents is % of a dollar
Tell and write time to ihe nearest minute
Estimate and measure time, volume, and weight
Understand arca and perlmeter
Understand that shapes in different categories can also be in a larger category

Alttidesa,e

X" il,'"'ff'"
LJ
\,/

.onqruent

Common Core Standards Parenl Handbook
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Grade 4 Overview I Mathematics
Fourth graders use their knowledge of place vaiue to generalize lo 1,000,000 and learn to round
multi-digit whole numbers to any place. They fluently add and subtmct using the standard
algorithm and multiply and divide with multi-digit numbers. Fourth graders extend
understanding offractions to include equivalence, ode ng and simple decimal notation.
Students measure angles and classify geometric shapes by lines (parallel, perpendicular, etc.)
and angles (right, acute, obtuse, etc.).

Use addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division with whole numbers lo solve word
proo|emS

Learn about factors and multiples

o
o

1,2,3,4,6, A,12
l\4ultiples of4r 4,a,12,16,20
Factors of24:

Make and describe panerns with objects and numbers
Understand and use place value to generalize to 1,000,000

o

Expanded form: 6783 = 6000 + 700 + 80 + 3

Compute with multfdigit numbers
Solve problems jnvolving using multiplicalion of multdigit by two-digit numbers
Divide multi-digit numbers by one-digit divisor
Round multi-digit numbers to any place
Build understanding of equivalent fraclions and ordering fractions
2t3
4t6
a/12

Compare two fractions with differenl numeralors and different denominators by making
cofimon denominators
Add and subtract fractions and mlxed numbers with like denominators
Understand the decimal notation for fraclions
Compare decimals
Solve problems uslng measutemenl conversions
Apply area and perimeter formulas for reclangles
Organize and explain data using a line plot

Common Core Sl,andads Parent Handbook
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'
'
'

Understand and measure angles
Draw and identify lines and angles

Describe and sort shapes by their lines and angles

Right Anqle5
ParallelLines

'

Recognize lines of symmetry

Common Corc Standards P.rent Handbook
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Grade 5 Overview I Mathematics
Fifth grade sludents finalize fluency with multi{igit addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division. They apply th€ir understanding of fractions to the addition and subtraction of fractions
with t-inlike denominators, the concept of fraction multiplication and division, and decimal
addition and subtraction- They analyze numeric patlerns and relationships and graph ordered
paks on a coordinate plane. Students build on thoir understanding ofgeometry by recognizing
attributes of geometrical shapes and calculating inside angle measurement and area oftriangles
and parallelograms.

Write and interpret numerical expressions using parentheses, brackets, or braces

o

'Add 8 and 7, then multiply by 2" is 2(8 + 7)

Express a whole number (2

-

50) as a product of its prime factors

Describe more complex patterns by seeing the change

t0\.

^

\2t.;
'

)+6

40(

464

s22- "

Understand the place value system from thousandths to millions
Fluently multiply multt-digit numbers using the standard algorilhm
Divide multi-digit numbers by two-digil divisors
Read, write, and compare decimals to the thousandths

Round decimals to any place
Compute with multi{igit whole numbers and numbers with decimals to the hundredths

423.12

8943.43
+17 .50

x8

5l

100 - 42.1 1 =

25.7 5

Add and subtract fractions with unlike denominators
Multiply fractions and mixed numbers

Common Core Slandads Parent Handbook
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Divide unit fractions by whole numbers and whole numbers by unit fractions
Convert measurements and use in problem solving

o

0.05 m = 5 cm or 2.5 feet = 30 inches

Organize and explain data using a line plot
Understand and find the volume of rectangular prisms
Analyze number patterns
Graph points on a coordinate graph

Show a graph with an x and y axis with several points labeled by their coordinates
Sort two-dimensional shapes into categories based on their properties
Know what makes rectangles, parallelograms, and trapezoids different
Know the inside sum ofthe angles of a triangle (180 degrees)and a quadrilateral (360
oegrees)
Be able to find lhe area of a triangle and parallelogram by knowing and understanding
ihe formula for area ofthese shapes

Common Core Standads Parent Handbook
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Grade 6 Overview I Mathematics
Sixth grade students use their knowledge of multiplication and division to solve ratio and rate
problems. They finalize their understanding of division of fractions and begin the study of
negative integers. They understand the use of variables in mathematical expressions, write
expressions and equalions that correspond to situations, and use expressions and equations to
solve problems. Students begin the study of probability and statistics and use their geometrical
foundations to solve problems involving area, surface area, and volume.

'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'
'

Understand ratio concepts and use ratio reasoning to solve problems

understand unit rate
Find a percent of a quantity
Divide fractions by fractions

Fluently compute with multi-digit numbers and multi-digit decimals
Find common factors and multiples of numbers
Find the greatest common factor and least common multiple of two whole numbers

Use understanding of positive numbers to understand rational numbers
Understand positive and negative jntegers and be able to locate on a four-quadrant
coordinate plane
Order rational numbers
Understand absolute value
Add and subtract integers
Apply properties of operations to add and subtract rational numbers
Use underslanding of arithmetic to solve one variable equalions and inequalities
Write expressjons and equations to describe real world situations usang variables
Write and solve equations with whole number exponents
Write an inequality to describe a realworld or mathematical problem

Common Core Slandards Parenl Handbook
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Reprgsent and €xplain .€lationships bgtwssn d€pgndgnt and independent variablgs

example a car travels at a constant speed of 65
mph. List ard graph ordered palrs of distances and
tirnes. Write th€ equation d = 65t to show distance
tra\€lled (d) depends on ttre conrtanr sp€€d (65)
muhiplied by the time tra\€lled.
For

d=65t
65mph

l

65

2

130

1/2

32.5

Solv€ real world problems involving area, surtace alga, and volume
Draw (freehand. with ruler and protrac{or and
givEn specifi c conditions

wifi tedlnol€y) geometric shapes wh€n

Know the fomulas for arga and circumtgrgnca ot a cirde
Ask a statistcal qu€slion (How old are the students in my school?), coll€ct and organizg
the data on a line plol, grdph, histogram, dot plot, box plot, etc.
Doscribe and summariz6 data by notlcing the cente., sp.€ad, and overall shap6
Display numerical dala on a number lin€ including dot plots, histograms, and box plots

Common Cor6 Stendards Palent Handbook
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Grade K Overview I English Language Arts
Kindergarten students work with prompting and support to interact with literature or
informational text by asking and answering questions and identifying details and main events.
Students know and can name all letters, and they can print many letters. They can read
common words and draw, tell or write about a book.
Reading
With prompting and support:
Ask and answer questions about a reading selection
ldentify characters, setting, and main events in a story
Retell stories, including details

.
.
.

Reading: Foundational Skills
Understand basic print features
Left to right
Top to bottom
Page by page

.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

o
o
o

Recognize and name all uppercase and lowercase letters
Recognize that spoken words are made up of syllables and sounds
Recognize and produce rhyming words
Blend two orthrce sounds together to make a recognizable word
Use phonics when reading words
Say the most frequent sounds for each consonant and vowel
Read common high-frequency words by sight
The, of, to, you, is

o

Writing

.
.

Draw,lell, or write abouta book
Draw, tell, or write about events in the orderthey happened

Speaking and Listening
Parlicipate in discussions
Listen to others
Take turns speaking
Follow oral directions
Ask and answer questions
Describe people, places, things, and events, providing delail

.
.
.
.

o
o

Language
Print many uppercase and lowercase letters
Use capitalization, punctuation, and spelling
Identify new meanings for famjliar words
Knowing duck js a bird, and learning the verb lotm ol to duck

.
.
.

o

common core slandards Parent Handbook -@ 2o1t catitornia counry slpennbndenis Edu€rronar s6Nic6s associarron
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Grade 1 Overview I English Language Arts
First grade students independently interact with literature o. infomational text by asking and
answedng questions and identifying details and main evenls. Th€y can read aloud accurately
and with €xpression. First grade students c€n print all le(ers and can write aboui events. lopics,
and opinions.

Reading
Ask and answer questions about d€lails in a reading selection

.
.
.
.

Relellstories,includingdetails
Explain the difierences between books thal tell slones and books that give informaton
With prompting and support, read llrsl grade info.malional lexts

Reading: Foundational Skills
Und€Etand the organization and basic fealures of prinl
Left to right
Top to botlom
Page by page

.

.
.
.
.
.

o
o
o

Recognize features of a sentence
Capitalization
Ending punctualion

o
o

Understand spoken words, syllables. and sounds
lJnderstand phonics and word analysis
Know lhat every syllable must have a vowel sound
Read regularly spelled one- and two-syllable words
Read aloud wilh accuracy and expression

o

Wriling

.
.
.

Wnte opinion pieces that include an opinion and the reason forthe opinion
Write informatrve pieces that name a lopic, supply facts, and provide closure
Write narratives about two or more events in lhe correct order; include details

Speaking and Listening
Follow rules for discussions by building on what others are saying and by asking

.
.
.

questons
Follow simple two-step directions
Speak in comDlete sentences

Language

.
.
.
.
.

Use correcl grammar
Print all uppercase and lowercaso bners
Use cofiecl capitalizalion, punctuation, and spelling
Oelermine meaning ol unknown words by looking at parts of the word and olher words in

the sentence
Sort words into categones and defln€ words
A tigor is a large cat wrth stripes

o

tl
Common Core Slanda.ds Parent Handbook
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Grade 2 Overview I English Language Arts
Second grade students accurately read and understand literature and informational text. They
use c,orrect grammar, capitalization, punctuation, and spelling. They can plan and deliver a
presentation about a story or experience.
Reading

.
.
.
.

Retell folktales, including a central lesson
Explain how the author uses reasons to support specific points in a text
ldentify the main topic and focus

Read and understand lilerature and informational texts

Reading: Foundational Skills
Know and use phonics and word analysis skills
Read words with common prefixes and suffixes (e.9., .e_,

.
.
.
.

o

!r_,

_/gss)

Distinguish long and short vowels
Read regularly spelled two-syllable words with long vowels
Read accurately and with understanding

Writing

.

.
.
.
.

Write opinion pieces that connect the opinion and reasons using linking words
Because. and. also

o

Write jnformative pieces that provide a topic, facts, definitions, and a conclusaon
Write narrative pieces that include details to describe actions, thoughts, and feelings
Produce wdting thal is developed, fo6used, and organized
Write routinely over extended time frames and shortertime frames

Speaking and Listening
Participate in conversations with peers and adults in small and larger groups
Recall and describe key ideas and details from something read aloud
Give and follow three- and four-steD oral directions
Plan and deliver a presentation about a story or experience

.
.
.
.

Language

.
.
.
.
.

lJse correct grammar
Create readable documents with legible print
Use correct capitalization, punctuation, and spelling
lJse a variety of methods to determine word meaning
lJse individual words to determine the meaning of compound words, which are two
words joined to form a new word

bi *h

blc

t"bl".lot h

Common Cor€ Standards Parcnl Handbook
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Grade 3 Overview I English Language Arts
Third grade students interact with literature and informational text by comparing and contrasting
stories, discussing a poinl of view and comparing it with the author's, and describing a series of
events, ideas, or concepts. Along with their reading, third grade writing is more sophisticated.
Students produce developed, focused, organized, and edited work. In writing informational
pieces, thoy include charts or graphs and supply facts.
Reading
Describe how characters' actions contribute to the events
Compare and contrasl stories
lndependently read and understand grade-level literature
Describe a series ofevents, ideas, or concepts
Discuss a poinl of view and compare it to that of the author

.
.
.
.
.

Readingr Foundational Skills
Use grade]evel phonics and word analysis skills
Read words with multiple syllables, e.9., mosquito, puppeteer
Know the meanings of mosl common preflxes and sufflxes
Read accu€lely and with understanding

.
.
.

o

Writing

.
.
.
.

Write opinion pieces that include a chart or graph and list reasons that support the
oprnron

Write informative pieces that name lhe lopic, supply facts, and use linking words and
phrases
Wrile narrative pieces that introduce a narrator and characters, and write aboul what the
characters say, think, and feel
Produce writing that is developed, focused, organized, and edited

Speaking and Listening
Follow rules for discussions by building on what others are saying
Recall ideas and details from something read aloud
Plan and deliver an informative presentation
Speak clearly and in complete sentences

.
.
.
.

Language
Use correct grammar
Write legibly in cursiv€ orjoined italics; use margins and spacing
Choose words and phrases for effect
Use a variety of sentence types
Capitalize appropriate words
Correctly add suffixes lo base words
Sitting, smiled, cries

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

o

Recognize the differences between spoken and written standard English

Common Core Slandards Parent Handbook -@ 2011 Catitomia Counry Slp€ndendents Edu€lionat S€Ni@s
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Grade 4 Overview I English Language Arts
Founh grad€ students road longer words and use roots, prefixes, and suffixes to detemine the
meanings of unknown words. They use details and examples in the text to determine the main
idea and describe a character, setting, or event. Students produce writing that is developed,
focused, organized, and edited. They group related ideas in paragraphs and sections, ano
provide a conclusion. Fourth grade students know when to use formal English, and when
informal English is appropriate.
Reading

.
.
.

Use delails and examples in the text to determine the main idea and describe a
character, setting, or event
LJse first person (e.9., / sald.) and third person (e.9., She said) narrative styles
Read and understand literature and informational te)ds

Readingr Foundational Skills
Use grade]evel phonics and word analysis skills
Roots, orefixes. and suffixes
Read words with multiple syllables
R€ad with accuracy and understanding

.
.
.

o

Writing

.
.
.
.
.

Write opinion pieces that include a conclusion related lo lhe opinion
Write informative pieces that group related ideas in paragraphs and sections, and
provide a conclusion
Write narratives that introduce a narrator and characters; write about what the
characters say, feel, and think; use sensory details
Sight, sound, scent
Produce writing that is developed, focused, organized, and edited
Write a short research piece

o

Speaking and Listening
Partjcipate in discussions, carrying out assigned roles
Paraphrase portions of information presented aloud
Plan and deliver a presentation based on a personal experience
Speak clearly, in complete sentences, and at an apprcpriate pace

.
.
.
.

Language
lJse correct grammar
Use complete sentences
Correctly use frequently confused words
To.lwo. too
There, their, they're

.
.
.

.
.
.

o
o

Use correct capitalization, punctuation, and spelling
Spell grade]evel words correctly
Know when to use formal English and when informal English is appropriate
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Grade 5 Overview I English Language Arts
Fifth grade students build on their ability to read longerwords, using roots, prefixes, and sufiixes
to dete.mine the meaning of unknown words. Students explain how an author supports points in
a text. They use quotes accurately when referring to the text. Students keep the audience in
mind and include a clear sequence of events when writing. Students listen to a speaker or

media source and jdentify reasons and evidence provided to suppod particular points. They
identify and discuss misleading ideas.
Reading
Quote accurately when referring to text
Delermine the main ideas and summarize the text
Compare and contrast tefs
Explain how an author uses reason or evidence to support points jn a text

.
.
.
.

Readingr Foundational Skills
Use grade-level phonics and word analysis ski s
Roots, prefixes, and suffjxes
Read with accuracy and fluency

.
.

o

Writing

.
.
.
.
.

Write opinion pieces that support a point of view with reasons and informatiorr
Write informative texts that share ideas and information
Write narratives thal use related descriptive details and a clear sequences of events
Wnte cleady and with a purpose. keep the audrence in mind
Use technology to publish writing; type two pages in a single sitting

Speaking and Listening
Summarize information presenled
ldentify reasons and evidence a speaker or medja source provides to support particular

.
.
.
.
.
.

pornts

ldentify and discuss misleading ideas
Plan and deliver a speech
Deliver a memorized poem or section
Use expression and gestures

ofa speech

Language

.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

use correct grammar
use verb tenses correctly
o Yesterday lwalked
o loday I walk
a lomonow I will walk
Use correct capitalization, punctuation, and spelling
Use punclualion to separate items in a series/list
Use underlining, quotation marks, or italics in a tifle
Vary sentence length and style
Compare and conkast styles used In lilerature
Use a variety of methods to determine the meaning of an unknown word
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Grade 6 Overview I English Language Arts
Sixth grade students provide a summary of reading without personal opinions orjudgments.
They write a variety of pieces, including research projects, and use technology to publish the
work. When presenting, students plac€ descriptions, facts, and details in a logical order.

Reading
Determine main idea and suppoding details
Provide a summary without personal opinions orjudgments
Determine how the structure of a text contributes to the main idea
Determine an authois point of view
Explain how the point of view of the narrator or speaker is developed
Distinguish among fact, opinion, reasoned judgment, and speculation in a text
Read and understand grade]evd literary and nonfiction texts

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Writing

.
.
.
.
.

Write arguments to support claims with clear reasons and rclevant evidence
Write informative texts that examine a topic and convey ideas
Write narratives lhal include relevant descriptive details and well-structured event
sequences
Conduct short research projects and refocus the inquiry as needed
Use technology to produce and publish writing; type three pages in a single sitting

Speaking and Listening
Padicipate in discussions, boih one-on-one and with a group
Find claims supported by reasons and evidence in a speaker's argument
Plan and deliver an informative presentation
Place descriptions, facts, and details in a logical order when prosenting

.
.
.
.

Language
Use correct grammar and language
Use correct capitalization, puncluation, and spelling
Use a variety of methods to determine the meaning of unknown words
Distinguish among words with similar meanings
Stingy, economical, thrifty

.
.
.
.

o
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